(3) The Coast Guard will provide notice of the regulated area by Marine Safety Information Bulletins, Local Notice to Mariners, Broadcast Notice to Mariners, and on-scene designated representatives.

d) Enforcement officials. The U.S. Coast Guard may be assisted in the patrol and enforcement of the safety zone by Federal, State, and local agencies.

e) Enforcement period. This section will be enforced during inbound transit of the M/V ZHEN HUA 24 through Coastal Virginia and Chesapeake Bay on the way to the Port of Baltimore.

Dated: August 6, 2021.

Jennifer A. Stockwell,
Captain, U.S. Coast Guard, Alternate Captain of the Port Virginia.

[FR Doc. 2021–17187 Filed 8–11–21; 8:45 am]
By electing accelerated relocation, the eligible space station operators, among otherwise compliant, will receive a reduced, but non-zero, ARP if it otherwise meets the Certification requirements within six months after the relevant Accelerated Relocation Deadline.

The 3.7 GHz Report and Order directed WTB to: (1) “prescribe the form” of Certifications and any challenges by relevant stakeholders, and (2) establish the process for how such challenges will impact incremental decreases in the ARP. In these circumstances, we propose that eligible space station operators and other stakeholders to submit related challenges to this amended or refiled Certification that has no invalidating infirmities. Such amendment or refiling may be either on the eligible space station operator’s own motion, in response to a challenge, or in response to the Bureau’s determination that the original Certification was invalid. In this scenario, any issues in the Certification would be resolved before the Phase I deadline, and the certifying space station operator would have, in fact, come into compliance with all the requirements for claiming the ARP by said deadline.

In these circumstances, we propose that the amended or refiled Certification take the place of the original and start a new challenge process. Thus, new challenges to this amended or refiled application would be subject to the incremental reduction schedule established by the Commission in the 3.7 GHz Report and Order, using the Certification filing date as the “Date of Completion” for determining the applicable percentage by which the ARP will be reduced. In both situations, the challenge process laid out in our recent Public Notice would remain unaffected. Below we seek comment on more complex scenarios involving the potential amendment or refiling of Certifications, as well as on how to take into account possible remedial actions and agreements between eligible space station operators and other stakeholders on the Certification process.
Certification would be permitted but would be limited to matters involving changes made to the original Certification (whether the addition of new information, modifications of information that had been included in the original Certification, or the deletion of previously included information). If, however, WTB has not already ruled on the original Certification, the Bureau could nevertheless consider all points raised during the original challenge cycle to the extent those points may still be relevant to the amended or refiled Certification. We seek comment on this approach.

If WTB ultimately decides that the amended or refiled Certification was valid, the eligible space station operator's ARP would be based on the filing date of the amended or refiled Certification. As noted above, where the amended or refiled Certification is submitted before the Phase I deadline, we propose that there will be no reduction in the ARP.

Amending or Refiling a Certification After the Phase I Deadline. Alternatively, if WTB rejects a Certification filed before the Phase I deadline (whether the original or an amended or refiled one), the eligible space station operator would have to finish any incomplete aspects of the transition and file a new, valid Certification before its entitlement to an ARP could be determined. Where the filing date of this new, valid Certification falls after the Phase I deadline, the ARP would thus be subject to the incremental reduction schedule established by the Commission in the 3.7 GHz Report and Order, as applicable based on such Certification’s filing date.

We propose the same treatment in cases where the Bureau has not yet ruled on a Certification and the eligible space station operator either submits an amended or refiled Certification on its own motion, or in response to a challenge, after the Phase I deadline. We seek comment on this approach.

Where a Certification is amended or refiled after the Phase I deadline, we propose the same challenge process as where an amended or refiled Certification is filed before the Phase I deadline. Thus, new challenges to the amended or refiled Certification would be permitted but would be limited to matters involving changes made to the original Certification (whether the addition of new information, modifications of information that had been included in the original Certification, or the deletion of previously included information). If, however, WTB has not already ruled on the original Certification, the Bureau could nevertheless also consider all points raised during the original challenge cycle to the extent those points may still be relevant to the amended or refiled Certification. We seek comment on this approach.

Accounting for Remedial Action by Eligible Space Station Operators. WTB proposes to consider remedial action that an eligible space station operator may take only if said operator has memorialized that action in a Certification (whether amended or refiled). Thus, if WTB issues a final determination rejecting a Certification, the fact that the eligible space station operator may have taken remedial action—after filing its Certification but before WTB’s decision—to address the problems in said Certification that had prompted WTB’s rejection would not in itself invalidate or otherwise affect WTB’s determination. Rather, for such remedial action to be considered, the eligible space station operator would need to submit an amended or refiled Certification reflecting that remedial action. The amended or refiled Certification would initiate a new challenge process as to those aspects that had not yet been subject to the initial challenge process and would establish a new date by which the eligible space station operator’s ARP was calculated. We seek comment on this approach.

Agreements. Notwithstanding the proposals in the preceding sections, we propose to allow eligible space station operators and stakeholders (including, but not limited to, incumbent earth station operators) to enter into agreements to resolve any money or other consideration in excess of legitimate and prudent expenses in exchange for the agreement or withdrawal of the challenge. We seek comment on this approach.

Finally, we propose that if the eligible space station operator takes remedial action to address any challenges but does not attempt to negotiate with the challengers or such negotiations fail, WTB will proceed to make a decision based on the information submitted by the eligible space station operator in its Certification (original, amended, or refiled). We seek comment on this approach.

Amy Brett, Acting Chief of Staff, Wireless Telecommunications Bureau.

[FR Doc. 2021–17034 Filed 8–10–21; 4:15 pm]
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